


Ogden, Utah—which allows us to fully realize our 
ideas and control every process along the way.
So what about your playback style, does it keep 
up with your passion on the mountain, water or 
bike? Music makes everything better and there 
is no need to settle for small cheap sound in 
your home, not now that you are hip to Zu. 

Zu Audio is a hard hitting blood and guts 
American company, grounded and obsessed on 
making the real thing—and then making it better. 
We know music, we know physics, we know our 
sound waves obsessed forefathers, and we are 
present and shaping the future.

There is something living and deviant inside Zu—
an organic notion that perfection does not exist 
and inspired solutions are born through struggle. 
Combine this searching and creative soul with 
a need to build and conquer and you realize there 
is no magic in Zu just a passionate and driven 
team making excellent, remarkably real sound-
ing products.

Critics are calling Zu the next great American 
audio company, not just because we are awe-
some but because we are better “sound-waves 
engineers” (acoustic and electrodynamic), better 
designers, and because we actually make our 
stuff right here in the great mountain town of 



OUR BIGGEST LOUDSPEAKER TO DATE

DOMINANCE
Zu Dominance is true to tone and recording, It’s 

experienced, and capable of delivering real-life 

sound levels and soundscapes without  blinking. 

There has never been a loudspeaker  this agile, 

this well behaved and this powerful.

 

The heart of Dominance is our high output 10” 

full-range driver array, with massive mirrored 

tweeters extending the harmonics of tone. 

Descending subterranean bass energy is con-

trolled and made real through an incredible bass 

efficient 15” driver. Cabinet, baffle and superstruc-

ture are engineered to fully realize and showcase 

Zu’s FRD technologies.

AVAILABLE FOR SHIPMENT



ESSENCE
Essence, like all Zu products, is built around the 

critical human voice (A1, 55Hz, through A6 and 

all the possible harmonics, to approximately 

10kHz). Serving this critical region of tone is Zu’s 

4th generation “Essence” 10-inch paper coned 

full-range driver. And to carry all the burnish and 

harmonic structure of instruments and content, 

Zu integrates a sophisticated high efficiency 

ribbon tweeter. Marry the ribbon and Zu’s highly-

developed 10” full-range driver to the first cabinet 

fully implementing Zu Griewe (ZuRG) technol-

ogy, and witness the transformation of sound—a 

new level of realism and fidelity of playback— 

difficult to describe but effortlessly heard.

$3200*

ESSENCE

BOOKSHELF

$4000*

ESSENCE

BOOKSHELF

STANDARD FINISHES

WALNUT GHOST BLACK

Any paint imaginable, wood, or custom art. 

Contact us for pricing premiums and schedule.

CUSTOM FINISHES

*SPEAKERS ARE SOLD IN PAIRS — U.S. PRICES ONLY — 

CALL FOR INTERNATIONAL PRICES



SOUL
SUPERFLY

Soul Superfly delivers on performance, full of atti-

tude when needed and always confident. And the 

finish is out-of-sight. Our objective with the Soul 

Superfly is simple—make it so good, so right, and 

so price competitive that those that were think-

ing about that new mountain bike, set of clubs, 

flatscreen, or whatever, will be enticed back to the 

music with just one look or listen. Soul Superfly 

is not about competing with other loudspeakers, 

it’s about competing for discretionary dollars and 

mindshare outside audio.

$3000*

SOUL SUPERFLY

GHOST BLACK

$3000*

SOUL SUPERFLY

WALNUT

STANDARD FINISHES

WALNUT GHOST BLACK

Any paint imaginable, wood, or custom art. 

Contact us for pricing premiums and schedule.

CUSTOM FINISHES

*SPEAKERS ARE SOLD IN PAIRS — U.S. PRICES ONLY — 

CALL FOR INTERNATIONAL PRICES



OMEN
Our objective for the Omen family is simple, 

create and build a speaker line that sounds amaz-

ing and that all of us can afford. 

Want big, real sound? Want your music to sound 

like you’re there? OMEN DEF. It defines state-of-

the-art without all the pussyfootin’ of hi-fi, just 

hook ‘em up and let the party happen.

Omen is the right speaker for every concert 

fanatic, music junky, skater fool, and snowboard-

ing dirt bag; splitting your cash between your life-

style outside and your lifestyle inside just got a 

whole lot louder!

$1500*

OMEN

STANDARD

$3100*

OMEN

DEF

STANDARD FINISHES

WALNUT GHOST BLACK

Omen loudspeakers are only available 

in standard finishes.

CUSTOM FINISHES

*SPEAKERS ARE SOLD IN PAIRS — U.S. PRICES ONLY — 

CALL FOR INTERNATIONAL PRICES

SANGRIA RED



OMEN 
THEATER

And for all the multi-channel heads... you want 

theater to sound better than your favorite 

cinema? Give a set of Omen a run and see what 

you’re missing in your sound!

Want even more? Consider Omen Def for your 

mains. Sickeningly good.

STANDARD FINISHES

WALNUT GHOST BLACK

Omen loudspeakers are only available 

in standard finishes.

CUSTOM FINISHES

SANGRIA RED

$4199 FOR OMEN DEF MAINS, OMEN BOOKSHELF REARS & OMEN CENTER PACKAGE.

$1200*

OMEN

BOOKSHELF

$650*

OMEN

CENTER

$2799*

OMEN THEATER

PACKAGE

*SPEAKERS ARE SOLD IN PAIRS — U.S. PRICES ONLY — 

CALL FOR INTERNATIONAL PRICES



OFFERING OUR VERY OWN

ZU CABLE
For over ten years Zu has engineered and manufactured the most 

innovative and technologically advanced cable in audio. And yes, 

unlike nearly all other cable marketing companies, we actually make 

our cable, finish it, terminate it. Our precision, innovation and perfor-

mance in the electrodynamics of cable is without peer, and we give 

you the chance to know it for yourself with our no-questions-asked 

60-day return and free shipping policy. Yep, free shipping, even in the 

unlikely event you want to send them back. Buy ‘em, compare ‘em, 

know for yourself if our cables are worth your cash.



EVENT POWER $599*
EVENT 

LOUDSPEAKER $799*/pair

EVENT
Zu Event cables perform at the highest level with-

out being obscenely expensive. And unlike most 

top-shelf cable offerings, Event is full of body, 

tone, texture, able to play your most real, blood 

and guts music, then turn around and illuminate 

to new levels your favorite jazz or orchestral 

recording. Event cables were developed simulta-

neously with Zu Mission, and all that is right with 

Mission is to be found in Event, but with a level 

or refinement and top to bottom resolution and 

noise reduction that was simply not possible with 

the cost constraints imposed on Mission. If you 

are looking to improve your playback, and you 

are in love with the rest of your gear, consider 

Zu Event cables to take your rig to the next level 

of realism, a few steps closer to true presence of 

tone and nuance of detail.

CABLES ARE AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM LENGTH AND TERMINATION — POWER CABLES AVAILABLE IN INTERNATIONAL PLUGS — CALL FOR PRICING 

*PRICE VARIES WITH LENGTH 



MISSION 

LOUDSPEAKER $399*/pair

MISSION
Zu Mission cables are simply better than compet-

ing cables, even many costing much more, and 

this is true across the Mission line. They sound 

better, they are built better, they are flexible 

and easy to work with, and they are made by Zu, 

in Ogden, Utah, USA. We have spent several years 

dialing this line in, trying everything we could get 

our hands on and anything we could think of to en-

sure we are leading the field—playing for second 

place just isn’t in our nature. And delivering hon-

est playback, with an easy hand, with heavy bias 

on bang for your buck... it all adds up to Zu Mission.

CABLES ARE AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM LENGTH AND TERMINATION — POWER CABLES AVAILABLE IN INTERNATIONAL PLUGS — CALL FOR PRICING 

*PRICE VARIES WITH LENGTH 

MISSION 

POWER

$349*

MISSION 

RCA INTERCONNECT

$299*

MISSION 

XLR INTERCONNECT

$319*
MISSION 

PHONO $399*



MISSION iCABLE 

RCA TO HANDHELD $299
MISSION iCABLE 

TO HANDHELD $299

HANDHELD
ACCESSORIES

Know how good your iPod™ or other such pocket 

player can sound, it’s much better than you think. 

Yeah, it’s a lot of cash for a cable, but if getting the 

most music you can out of your player is the goal 

you want to give these cables a chance.

Mission iCable features Zu and W.L. Gore™ stereo 

transmission technologies. They ensure the best 

possible tone, extension and clarity from your 

miniphone jack output and allow improved reso-

lution from the system through lower noise and 

greater bandwidth.



ZU AUDIO NOW OFFERS A

100%  MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

60 DAY
Zu now offers free shipping for all orders placed within the contiguous U.S. We count 

on you taking us up on our 60-day 100% money back satisfaction guarantee. That’s 

right, no questions asked, you try it out in your own environment for 60 days and if for 

some reason you’re not satisfied send it back and we’ll pay that shipping as well.

www.ZUAUDIO.com

PROUDLY BUILT IN THE U.S.A.


